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Microstructural transformations and kinetics of high-temperature heterogeneous gasless
reactions by high-speed x-ray phase-contrast imaging
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Heterogeneous gasless reactive systems, including high-energy density metal-nonmetal compositions, have
seen increasing study due to their various applications. However, owing to their high reaction temperature,
short reaction time, and small scale of heterogeneity, investigation of their reaction mechanisms and kinetics is
very difficult. In this study, microstructural changes and the kinetics of product layer growth in the W-Si
system was investigated using a high-speed x-ray phase-contrast imaging technique. Using the Advanced
Photon Source of Argonne National Laboratory, this method allowed direct imaging of irreversible reactions in
the W-Si reactive system at frame rates up to 36 000 frames per second with 4 �s exposure and spatial
resolution of 10 �m. Details of the Si melt and reactions between W and Si, that are unable to be viewed with
visible-light imaging, were revealed. These include processes such as the initiation of nucleated melting and
other physical phenomena that provide insight into the mixing of reactants and subsequent reaction. Through
the use of this imaging technique and future optimization in the imaging process, a model for accurately
identifying kinetics of chemical reactions, both spatially and temporally, is also proposed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.224103 PACS number�s�: 07.85.Qe, 81.70.�q, 82.33.Vx

I. INTRODUCTION

The high-energy release rate of composite energetic ma-
terials is useful in many applications, such as explosives,
propellants, and materials synthesis. While most of these
processes depend on the production of gas-phase products,
reactions occurring in high-energy density gasless composite
reactive systems have recently received significant
interest.1–8 These systems remain in the condensed state dur-
ing reaction and are characterized by having a short interac-
tion time �0.1–100 �s�, a small scale of heterogeneity
�0.01–100 �m� and high transient temperature growth rates
�104–106 K /s�. Only quantification of the progressive
changes in the microstructure of the reactive system can al-
low for selection of the appropriate kinetic model, as well as
reveal aspects of the microstructural instabilities induced by
high rates of heating and chemical reaction. In the above
context, it is clear that the inherent characteristics of these
gasless reactive systems make investigation of their reaction
kinetics and microstructural transformations a difficult task.

Owing to their highly penetrating nature, x rays have been
used since their discovery as a nondestructive technique for
imaging internal structures of objects. Low-brilliance
sources, however, can require long exposure times to gener-
ate a high-contrast image. Producing single images can take
from seconds up to minutes,9 so such sources are not useful
to study rapidly reacting or quickly moving systems. On the
other hand, third-generation synchrotron radiation sources
provide enough brilliance to permit imaging with high tem-
poral resolution. Previous work has shown that it is possible
to image systems using exposure times in the millisecond10,11

to submicrosecond12 time scales. Recently, time-resolved im-
aging as short as 150 ps has been demonstrated at the Ad-

vanced Photon Source �APS� of Argonne National Labora-
tory using white undulator radiation and stroboscopic
detection.13 This technique provides extremely high-quality
data for repeating or cyclical events. Efforts have also been
used successful in performing diffraction experiments with
time resolution on the order of 100 fs.14–17 Imaging irrevers-
ible phenomena occurring over the time scales of phase tran-
sitions, such as melting and rapid reactions in high-energy
density gasless systems, however, requires capturing the evo-
lution of the full process over time durations of up to a sec-
ond. In the case of the previously discussed techniques, this
would require collection of up to millions of images, leading
to extremely expensive and time-consuming experiments.

Using x-ray imaging for small length scales presents its
own challenges. X-ray imaging methods based on absorption
techniques have low effectiveness at small length scales.
Contrast due to x-ray absorption can be weak, especially for
low-density materials and at higher x-ray energies, whereas
contrast due to phase shift in these conditions can still be
significant.18–21 This makes phase-contrast radiography more
effective at imaging small-scale materials, low-density mate-
rials, or materials with small density variations.

Third-generation synchrotrons are able to provide high-
brilliance x rays with very high spatial coherence. Previous
work has demonstrated that high spatial coherence can allow
for a simple method of phase-contrast imaging using in-line
transmission geometry.9,10,22–25 By utilizing the third-
generation synchrotron at the APS as an undulator radiation
source, a simple in-line experimental geometry utilizing
phase contrast can be used to perform a time-resolved study
of the internal structure of a reactive system.

In this work, a procedure for directly visualizing the ki-
netics of product layer growth in a high-energy density gas-
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less reactive system is introduced. Utilizing x-ray phase-
contrast imaging in an in-line transmission configuration, a
high-speed microimaging system was constructed at the 7-ID
beamline at APS and used to investigate the high-
temperature reaction kinetics of the W-Si system. By imag-
ing at frame rates as high as 36 000 frames per second �fps�
with integration times as low as 4 �s, the details of the W-Si
reactive system undergoing high heating rates were investi-
gated. Details of the Si melt and reactions between W and Si
that cannot be viewed with visible-light imaging were re-
vealed. These include processes such as the initiation of
nucleated melting and other microscale physical phenomena
that provide insight into the reactant mixing and kinetics of
subsequent reactions.

II. METHOD

A. CAE setup

The computer-assisted electrothermography �CAE� ex-
perimental setup has been used previously to investigate the
kinetics of chemical reactions in different heterogeneous
systems.26,27 In brief, a composite wire is placed between
terminal blocks in the reaction chamber and is heated by
passing electric current using a high-speed temperature con-
troller. The temporal temperature profile for the wire can be
preset and the computer program adjusts the input current as
required to match the profile through a high-speed optical
temperature sensor and feedback loop. Continuous, auto-
mated collection and processing of experimental data is also
performed by the computer.

For these experiments, the test chamber was modified to
allow for x-ray microimaging. Kapton windows were placed
on either end of the chamber to allow for x-ray transmission
through the test chamber with minimal absorption. Inert gas
was slowly flowed steadily through the test chamber to pro-
vide a nonreactive environment. Helium gas was selected for
its inertness, as well as its heat capacity to prevent any over-
shooting of the programmed temperature profile by the CAE
device. The test chamber was also placed on an x-y adjust-
able stage to simplify alignment of the sample wire with the
x-ray beam.

The temperature schedule was adapted to ease triggering
of the camera and x-ray shutters. The x-ray shutter operates
with a 30 ms delay, which was properly incorporated into the
temperature profile timing. After the delay time elapsed, the
CAE setup heated the wire at a prescribed rate, up to 2.5
�105 K /s, until 2000 °C was reached. To make imaging
more reliable, the test chamber was modified to spring load
the terminal blocks, allowing the user to slightly pretension
the test wire. Upon heating, the springs pull the wire taut,
reducing the magnitude of wire oscillation caused by the
rapid heating of the wire. Tensioning of the wire reduced the
vibration to a magnitude smaller than the x-ray beam size, so
unimpeded imaging of the wire from the onset of Si melt
�1687 K� to closing of the x-ray shutter can be performed.
Tests performed without pretension produced unusable re-
sults, as an n=1 vibration mode initiated with heating that
caused the wire to oscillate at a magnitude much larger than
the imaging window.

The clad wires used during the experimental testing were
prepared by depositing a silicon layer of 5 �m thickness
onto the initial W wire �Electronic Space Products Interna-
tional; 105 �m diameter, 99.97% purity�. The deposition of
Si was carried out in a silane argon gas mixture �4% SiH4
and balance Ar� at silane partial pressure �2 Torr and T
=873 K, similar to the conditions previously used.27 Micro-
structural analysis of the experimental samples was per-
formed through scanning electron microscopy �SEM� �EVO
50 Series; Zeiss� imaging and energy dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy �EDS� �INCAx-sight Model 7636; Oxford Instru-
ments� analysis of both prereaction and postreaction materi-
als. An SEM image of a typical wire is shown in Fig. 1�A�,
where the Si layer is clearly visible around a core of W.
Figure 1�D� is an SEM image of the exterior of the wire after
the experiment. Figures 1�B� and 1�C� are images of the
cross-section of the postexperiment wire, with Fig. 1�B�
taken at a location in between the large droplets and Fig.
1�C� taken inside one of the large droplets. Figures
1�B�–1�D� are discussed in more detail below. Inert wires of
Ti with 100 �m diameter and of Mo and W, both with
127 �m diameter �Alfa-Aesar, Ward Hill, MA�, were also
used to test the imaging system at different photon energies,
in order to optimize the exposure settings.

B. Imaging system

The basic design of the x-ray imaging setup is shown in
Fig. 2. The experiments were carried out at 7-ID beamline of
the APS. The x-ray source is the standard undulator A �33
mm period�, and the energy spectrum of the white beam is
defined by the undulator gap. It was set such that the main
contribution to the image formation came from the first har-

96.8 µm

5.4 µm6.8 µm

31.1 µm

25.7 µm 558 µm 580 µm

C

A B

D

6.6 µm

FIG. 1. �Color online� SEM images of unreacted and reacted
wires. Figure A displays the unreacted 105 �m diameter W wire
diameter with 6.6–6.8 �m Si layer. Figure B shows the reacted
wire sectioned in between droplets. This section consists of a
96.8 �m W core with a WSi2 product of thickness �5.4 �m. Fig-
ure C shows the reacted wire sectioned at a droplet. The product
layer in this section is a thicker layer of W5Si3 measuring
25.7–31.1 �m. Figure D shows the droplets as they solidified
along the wire with the distance between them noted.
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monic located at 13 keV. The beam passes through the pre-
heated clad wire and impinges a cerium-doped yttrium alu-
minum garnet �YAG:Ce� scintillator, causing it to produce
visible light at 550 nm. The scintillator is a bulk YAG:Ce
crystal of 0.5 mm thickness. The produced light is reflected
by a mirror and collected by a 10� Mitutoyo microscope
objective attached to a Phantom v7.3 high-speed camera �Vi-
sion Research�. The mirror is placed at a 45° angle to the
beam to avoid placing the camera directly in line with the
high-energy radiation.

A YAG:Ce crystal is used since it allows higher spatial
resolution than other phosphors28 and has been shown to
handle the heat load associated with synchrotron
radiation.10,24 The visible fluorescence yield depends on the
temperature of the screen, so to keep the measurement from
becoming nonlinear, the screen must either be cooled or the
duration of its exposure to x rays must be limited. It has been
found that using a shutter in front of the YAG:Ce screen is an
effective method to avoid nonlinear light production. This
shutter has been described elsewhere12 and is opened for a
maximum duration of 200 ms.

The Phantom v7.3 is capable of imaging 5�105 fps with
exposure times as low as 1 �s, although a typical frame rate
of 36 000 fps with 4 �s exposure was used for the reso-
lution required for these experiments. The Phantom v7.3 sen-
sor is an 800�600 array with 22 micron pixels. After mag-
nification by the 10� microscope objective, the effective
pixel size of this setup is 2.2 �m. Images captured during
experiments were processed using MATLAB and IMAGEJ im-
age processing softwares.29

The nature of the reaction process has defined the experi-
mental imaging area and experiment duration. Relatively
long time scales �up to 100 ms� must be imaged in sequence
to capture the irreversible nature of the gasless reaction and
relatively large areas �500�500 �m2 image size� must be
examined to quantify the heterogeneity of the system during
the phase transitions.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental and theoretical intensity profiles

A computer code using the optical properties of a mate-
rial, namely, the energy-dependent complex index of refrac-
tion, as well as the physical experimental parameters of
propagation distances, source size, and full energy spectrum
of the beam, was used to model the x-ray beam interaction
with a coated wire of known size by utilizing the free-space
Fresnel propagation approximation.30 The code also takes
into account the point-spread function �PSF� of the imaging
system. The PSF of an imaging system can be envisioned as
the impulse response of the system and describes the amount
of blurring that occurs from imaging a point object. We mea-
sured it to be on the order of 10 �m full width at half maxi-
mum using the knife edge technique.31

The experimental data �images� are first normalized �flat
fielded�. This is a crucial step to ensure that the profile’s
variations are due to the sample and not to the features in the
beam itself. We rely on these variations to identify a change
in the local sample composition �Si and W mixture on the
surface coating layer�. Due to some instabilities inherent in
the setup, the background image �the beam with no sample
being imaged� drifts slightly in time. The correction proce-
dure finds the best background match for each wire image,
using local cross-correlation technique with a large number
of background images. Next, a path line is described in IM-

AGEJ and the intensity values of the normalized image along
this path line are recorded. The intensity values are rescaled
based on the background intensity, and the profile plots and
simulations are spatially normalized to the wire radii.

B. CAE results

The recorded data from the CAE setup for a typical ex-
periment is shown in Fig. 3, which shows the temperature, T,
and heat release rate, q, dependences versus time. The tem-
perature profile shows that the heating rate yields the pro-
grammed temperature profile of increasing the temperature
from 1000 to 2000 °C at a rate of 2.5�105 °C /s. The heat
release rate profile also reveals important information about
the reaction and its progress. The negative values of q from
time t=52 to 55 ms indicate that the melting of Si occurs
during this 3 ms window. The sharp spike to a large positive
value of q indicates that the reaction between W and Si has
begun. The reaction continues until q returns to zero, about 7
ms later. After this time, the power input to the wire is equal
to the heat losses and the temperature remains constant.26,27

C. Time correlation between CAE and imaging system

To temporally correlate the captured images with the re-
corded CAE data, the latter is examined to find the time at
which the applied voltage exceeds the threshold of the trig-
ger. After this time is identified, the images captured from
the camera and the data from the CAE setup can be tempo-
rally aligned. During the heating stage of the W-Si wires,
melting of the Si layer was accurately recorded and the cor-
responding frames are shown in Fig. 3. The elapsed time
between Fig. 3�A�, the onset of heating, and Fig. 3�B�, where
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FIG. 2. Depiction of the x-ray imaging setup.
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the bulk of Si is melted, is 3.053 ms. This correlates well to
the CAE data shown in Fig. 3 ��3 ms of melting time�.
However, the images show that this melting process is a
complex event and requires a more detailed description than
is available from the CAE data.

D. Initial silicon melt

The initial condition of the wire, as shown in Fig. 3�A�, is
solid Si coating a W core. In this image, a strand of Si has
detached from the wire along its bottom edge. After the
temperature of the Si reaches its melting temperature
��1414 °C�, several arches of solid Si are seen to form at
the surface in Fig. 3�B�. Video images show the melt initiates
nearly simultaneously at many distinct points along the wire.
The melt nucleates are indicated in Fig. 3�B� by arrows. The
dark arches are strands of solid Si that have an area of melt
underneath them. The Si melt effectively detaches the solid
Si from the W wire and thermal stresses cause the arch to
extend away from the wire. These areas expand as more Si
melts, as shown in Fig. 3�C�, which occurs 4.441 ms after
heating begins. Shortly after, the Si melt consumes the solid
Si arches, shown in Fig. 3�C�, and is spread evenly across the
wire, illustrated in Figs. 3�D� and 3�E� at times 6.106 and
7.771 ms after heating, respectively.

Although the CAE data indicates the melt is complete
within �3 ms of the onset of heating, Fig. 3�B� shows that

some solid Si still remains, forming the dark arches. This is a
detail of the melting process that direct imaging is able to
describe in more detail than the CAE apparatus. In fact, the
CAE data cannot explicitly describe the completion of melt-
ing and the onset of reaction, as these events temporally
overlap. The crossover point in q, which is generally taken to
be the completion of the melt, is actually the time at which
the reaction begins to release heat at a faster rate than the
melting Si can absorb it. However, the images are able to
show the existence of solid Si after the q crossover. Images
show the final identifiable solid Si melts at a time 5.300 ms
after heating, a difference of 2.300 ms when compared to the
CAE results. This region is seen on the bottom of the wire
depicted in Fig. 3�C�. The nonhomogenous form of the melt-
ing process, both in its initiation at discrete points and in the
persistence of solid Si at local regions, is not discernible
using conventional kinetic measurement system, but is easily
described by the high-speed x-ray imaging technique.

A sharp diffraction fringe at the wire’s entire periphery is
also seen in Figs. 3�A� and 3�B�. In subsequent frames, the
fringe intensity decreases around much of the wire, with it
located only in small regions in Fig. 3�E�. These regions are
magnified in Fig. 4’s inset. The decrease in size and intensity
of the fringe can be explained through modeling the wire’s
phase image. Figure 4 shows both experimental and simu-
lated intensity profiles taken in a radial direction. By com-
paring intensity values for progressive images in this plot,
the intensity of the experimental wire’s fringe is seen to de-
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FIG. 3. Plot of heat release rate, q, and wire temperature, T versus time. The data shows that the Si melt occurs over a period of �3 ms.
The reaction is seen to conclude within �10 ms of the onset of heating. The inset images show the evolution of the W-Si reaction with their
temporal location indicated by arrows. Melt nucleation sites are distinguished by arrows in figure B. These sites grow, coalesce, and disperse
evenly along the periphery of the wire. As the reaction progresses, the bright fringe, seen at the edge of the wire in figure A, decreases in
intensity.
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crease with time. For comparison, simulations of the wire
with an outer coating of unreacted Si and with a WSi2 prod-
uct layer were overlayed on the experimental data. The simu-
lation with unreacted Si matches well with the initial wire
profile and the simulation with WSi2 correlates well with the
measured data from the final frame. From this, it is under-
stood that the loss of fringe intensity is related to the
progress of reaction. Therefore, it can be inferred that in
regions which maintain a bright fringe, the reaction has not
yet progressed. Based on the images and this analysis, the
reaction does not take place uniformly along the wire, but
instead occurs in discrete areas which then expand to con-
sume the rest of the reactants, similarly to the formation and
growth of the Si melt.

E. Reaction progression

The Si melt seen in Fig. 3 is quickly consumed in a
chemical reaction. The CAE data in Fig. 3 indicates that this
reaction is completed within �10 ms of the initial melt. The
video images show a free moving surface on the wire, sug-
gesting that the outer layer of reaction products is liquid. The
eutectic of WSi2 is 2030 °C, so if this layer remains liquid, it
implies that the actual temperature of the wire is above the
temperature indicated by the CAE apparatus �1987 °C�.
Some error is to be expected, and this level of error �2% of
range� is common to this method.32 Since this product re-
mains liquid, the reaction is not limited by diffusion through
a solid disilicide layer and rapidly proceeds to completion.
Thus, it was shown by in situ experiments, that the investi-
gated system’s reaction mechanism at these temperatures can
be defined by direct metal dissolution in liquid Si. This find-
ing contradicts the conventionally accepted mechanism
which assumes reagent diffusion through the layer of solid
product.33 It is more important that this dissolution-
crystallization route explains unusually high rates of chemi-
cal interaction in this gasless system at these temperatures.

Much later �near t=100 ms�, the unexpected phenomena
of large liquid instabilities are seen to form along the wire

with regular spacing, as seen in Fig. 1�D�. Figure 5 shows
four x-ray images representing droplet growth and a plot
showing the size of a droplet with respect to time. It should
be noted that this wire configuration provides a W-rich reac-
tion environment. The outer diameter of the W wire that
would remain after complete consumption of free Si avail-
able in the wire in the initial reaction W+2Si→WSi2
is calculated to be �97 �m. In Fig. 5, the measured mini-
mum outer diameter of the wire plus reaction products
��90 �m� is well below this calculated value. Also, the
interdroplet distance required to form between uniformly
spaced droplets of the observed size from the calculated vol-
ume of available WSi2 is calculated to be about 900 �m,
which is significantly higher than the 558–580 �m mea-
sured in Fig. 1�D�. Thus, redistribution of the initial product
phase �WSi2� is unable to develop the structure seen in Fig.
1�D�. This suggests that a secondary reaction takes place
after the initial reaction, forming more liquid products and
causing more frequent appearance of the droplets.

In the W-Si system, after the reaction forming WSi2 is
complete through consumption of free Si, a secondary reac-
tion between W and WSi2 forming W5Si3 occurs, although at
a slower rate than the initial reaction, as studied
elsewhere.33–35 This is in accordance with the binary W-Si
phase diagram,36 and the progression of reactions is pre-
sented in Table I. Existence of the W5Si3 phase was verified
through EDS analysis of the reacted wire. It is interesting to
note that the thin product layer between droplets, as seen in
Fig. 1�B�, consists mainly of WSi2, while the droplets’ prod-
uct layer, shown in Fig. 1�C�, is made up of W5Si3. When the
distance between uniformly spaced droplets is recalculated
with the droplets made solely of W5Si3 and the interdroplet
regions being WSi2, the predicted frequency becomes
590 �m, which is close to the observed values.

A striking characteristic of this layer is its mobility along
the wire. As the wire oscillates, the droplets are seen to os-
cillate as well. This droplet motion helps to damp out the
motion of the wire caused by the high heating rates. The fluid
motion makes it clear that both initial and secondary reaction
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products are liquid. The regular size and location of the drop-
lets is also due to their liquid composition. Their formation is
explained through the Rayleigh instability.37 As sufficient
amounts of W5Si3 form on the wire, droplets form in order to
minimize the surface area. The density difference between
the two reaction products ��W5Si3

=14.42 g /cm3, �WSi2
=9.82 g /cm3� forces the less dense WSi2 into the space be-
tween the resulting droplets. This process is visible in the
collected movies. Smaller droplets are seen to merge with
larger droplets. This behavior suggests the Rayleigh instabil-
ity as the motive force for fluid motion along the wire, rather
than any sort of capillary effects caused by minor oscillations
of the wire.

By taking linear intensity profiles through the droplets, it
is possible to determine the chemical composition of the
droplets and verify the occurrence of the secondary reaction.
Figure 6 shows radial intensity profiles taken from two loca-
tions in Fig. 5�D�. Figure 6�A� depicts a profile through the
large drop and Fig. 6�B� depicts one through the narrow
portion of the wire. In addition to the experimental profiles,
simulated intensity profiles are included for different product
layer materials: unreacted Si, the initial-reaction product
WSi2 and the secondary-reaction product W5Si3. The physi-
cal dimensions used in the simulations were taken from Figs.
2�B�, 2�C�, and 5�D�. The simulation in Fig. 6�A� for the
large droplet �diameter=227 �m� using secondary-reaction
products shows the best correlation to the experimental data,
verifying the existence of W5Si3 in the droplets. The simu-
lated profiles in Fig. 6�B� for the narrow wire using WSi2
and W5Si3 as outer layer material provide similar results to
each other. Since the resolution of the optical system is near
10 �m and the product layer for this portion of the wire is
�5.4 �m, the model is unable to distinguish between them.
So, if the optical system’s resolution is high enough, it is
possible to identify product layer composition from analyz-
ing the intensity response in these images.

The collected x-ray images not only show that a second-
ary reaction takes place at large scales in this system but also
provides information about the rate of reaction. This infor-
mation cannot be extracted from the CAE data. The lower
exothermicity of the secondary reaction results in less heat
generation and, coupled with low rate of the reaction,
masked its existence in the CAE data. However, through
analysis of the collected images, we are able to identify the
occurrence of the secondary reaction and identify chemical
composition of the forming droplets. Thus, this method of
x-ray phase-contrast imaging allows direct measurement of
the kinetics of a high-temperature heterogeneous reaction, as
well as determination of the resulting product species.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic response of a gasless reactive system under
high heating rates has been studied using the high-speed
x-ray phase-contrast imaging technique. The technique’s
characteristics at an undulator source such as APS, namely, a
high spatial resolution on the order of 10 �m and the ability
to view internal structures with exposures as low as 4 �s,
provide the ability to monitor aspects of reacting systems

TABLE I. Chemical compositions and reactions at 2000 °C based on atomic percentage of W.

Atomic percentage, W Reaction �Ref. 36� Physical process seen in images

0 to 33.3% W+2Si→WSi2 Nucleated Si melt

Dissolution of W into Si

33.3% to end of test ��62.5 % W� WSi2+W→W5Si3 W diffusion into WSi2
Large droplet formation
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FIG. 6. Intensity plots taken in the radial direction in �A� a large
droplet and �B� the narrow wire, as seen in the inset. By adjusting
the material properties to account for different chemical composi-
tions, the appropriate material can be selected by selecting the best
fitting modeled profile. In figure �B�, the results for the modeling of
W+WSi2 and W+W5Si3 are almost indistinguishable since the res-
olution of the optical system is larger than the product layer that is
being modeled.
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that cannot be viewed with visible-light imaging. In particu-
lar, the melting process for the Si coating of the bimetallic
wire was found to initiate discretely at high heating rates,
rather than uniformly from the inner surface of the Si. The
nucleated nature of the melt’s formation and evolution has
effects in the reactions which are to follow. Besides melting,
other events that can affect the kinetics of the chemical re-
action, such as microscale physical phenomena, which pro-
vide insight into the mixing and reaction process, can be
monitored at relevant time scales.

A method for spatially and temporally locating individual
chemical phases has also been developed. We have compared
and shown strong correlation between experimental and the-
oretical intensity profiles for samples containing multiple
chemical species, when the resolution of the optical system
is high enough and is properly modeled. In this system,
monitoring the location of depleted diffraction fringes al-
lowed us to find discrete regions of reaction, indicating that
the reactions in the W-Si system occurred nonuniformly
along the surface of the composite wire. The reaction initi-
ated at distinct points and then spread along the wire to con-
sume free Si, rather than acting as a purely diffusive process
moving outward from the W-Si interface. A secondary reac-
tion was also monitored and positively identified through this
method. The ability to correlate intensity profiles to chemical
composition raises the possibility of directly measuring time-
resolved chemical-composition variations in materials

through reconstruction of the object from the collected
phase-contrast images.

Improvements of the resolution characteristics are also
possible in future work. By changing from a bulk YAG:Ce
crystal to a thin YAG:Ce or cerium-doped lutetium yttrium
orthosilicate �LYSO� screen, increasing the magnification of
the microscope objective, or utilizing higher energy x rays,
overall spatial resolution may be improved. Future upgrades
to the APS beamline as well as advances in complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor cameras could also lead to sub-
microsecond time resolution. These enhancements will yield
substantial benefits in the understanding of high-energy den-
sity reactions through direct optical measurements of reac-
tion kinetics.
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